We end the Spring term having had many fun-filled experiences which have enriched our learning
and allowed us to show huge progress. Enjoy the break and come back ready to achieve!

DT projects
In D.T y6 have been learning about and making fairground rides
using motors wires and cotton reels. We spent a whole term making these projects. Y6 have used cardboard , paper clips, sticks of
wood and rubber bands to make their projects perfect . Using coloured card some people covered their design to make it stand out.
We were in groups of three and worked as a team to complete the
fairground ride. By Jessica

Pineapple Studios
This term, Y6 have enjoyed learning from Pineapple Dance Studio. Each class learnt a different
dance to different songs. We enjoyed this very much! It definitely improved our dance skills, and
used all of our energy. We would recommend this to anyone
who wishes to be a dancer or just improve. All of the Y6s
loved it!
By Daisy

Imperial War Museum
On the 7th March, Year 6 had an exciting day in the Imperial War Museum looking at guns, bombs,
fighter jets and life in both wars, WW1 and WW2. Pupils got to see how terrible it was on the
battlefront and witness some of how it was back at home during the war.
The Home Front During our visit, Year 6 experienced the war’s effect back in England as the war
waged on throughout Europe. We were able to witness the everyday life of an average person living
in the home front at that time.
The Battlefield We were permitted to visit a recreation of a trench
those that were used in WW1. We also were able to see replicas of the
and armour used in WW1 and 2.
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Review This was a wonderful visit and we give thanks to the parents
helped make this trip possible. (There is a pun in the review. Try and
it.)
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By Zach and James

Netball
The A team has had a very successful term this year as we have been unbeaten. Our best score was 15-0 when we played against Barrow Hedges. Our most
recent match was played against St Cecilia’s which we won 12-0 and we were
very pleased.
The B team has also had a very successful term this year but hasn’t been able to win all of
their matches. Their best score has been 5-1 against St Cecilia’s which they were very happy about. They have worked extremely hard and have achieved a lot since they started at
the beginning of the year.
We hope some of the year fives come back next year as they have been an amazing part of
Stanley Park Junior’s Netball Team. By Isla, Olivia and Ameera
Book Week
Book week was a fantastic way to celebrate books ad their amazing authors. Here are some
topics and visitors…
Book day; Book day was a way to express our love for books, what better way to
do it than to dress up as our favourite characters. For an example, Lotty Desouza, 6s, had a fantastic idea to dress up as Doctor Jeckle and Mr Hyde – her costume was home-made!
Authors: One of the authors that not only decided to visit us but also
drew some of the drawings in our school as he has visited previously
for this particular day. His name is Paul Geraghty. He came in and
taught us a bit about his career and his inspiration.
Zoo lab: This was an exciting experience to find out more
about reptiles and other animals. We also looked at their habitats and diet. If we desired, we could feel or touch them.
By Jaliziah and and Leah
WW2 animations
Recently, we have been making WW2 animations about the main invasions that NaziGermany did during the beginning of World War 2. We got into little groups of around 3 and
made flags and facts to represent countries and tell us about major battles. Then we got
the IPad a made an animation using Imotion. We had to focus on keeping the IPad still and
making sure that the background wouldn’t move. Some of us had to remake it as the setting
kept moving.
During the process of creating the movie, we have learnt lots of new facts about the major
events in the start of the biggest war yet. An example of one of the
battles is the battle of France which was from the 10th May 1940-25
June 1940-the winners were Germany. As a result, it was a fun
process making the movie, but a little challenging and we are proud
of what we have created. By Isabella and Katie

